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ABSTRACT: Models for the disease-associated expansion of trinucleotide repeats involve the participation
of alternative DNA structures during replication, repair, or recombination. CAT or AGG interruptions
within the (CAG)n or (CGG)n repeats of SCA1 or FRAXA, respectively, confer increased genetic stability
to the repeats. In this study, we report the formation of slipped strand structures (S-DNA) using genomic
sequences containing pure and interrupted SCA1 and FRAXA repeats having lengths above and below
the genetic stability thresholds. S-DNA forms within the repeats during annealing of complementary
strands containing equal lengths of repeats. Increased lengths of pure repeats led to an increased propensity
for S-DNA formation. CAT or AGG interruptions have both quantitative and qualitative effects upon
S-DNA formation: they decrease the total amount of slipped structures as well as limit the specific isomers
formed. This demonstrates a unifying inhibitory effect of interruptions in both (CAG)n and (CGG)n tracts.
We also present transmission stability data for SCA1 and FRAXA alleles spanning the thresholds and
compare these with the ability to form slipped structures. The effect of both the length and purity of the
repeat tract on the propensity of slipped structure formation correlates with their effect on genetic instability
and disease, suggesting that S-DNA structures may be models for mutagenic intermediates in instability.

The expansion of triplet repeats is associated with human
disease (1-3). Nine different disease loci have unstable
(CAG)n‚(CTG)n repeats as the underlying mutation, while
five chromosomal fragile sites are caused by unstable
(CGG)n‚(CCG)n repeats. The molecular details of the
mechanism of expansion, an important new form of mutation,
are unknown. The expansion mutation of the triplet repeats
is strongly dependent upon the repeat tract length, such that
the expanded alleles are more likely to undergo further
expansion than their predecessor alleles (4). Some properties
of these repeats, possibly the ability to form inter- or
intrastrand structures (5-8), may be important for their
genetic instability. To understand the molecular events that
may occur during the expansion process, we performed a
series of biochemical experiments using biologically and
genetically relevant clones. We recently presented the first
biochemical evidence for the existence of slipped strand
DNA structures, termed S-DNA1 (6-8). S-DNA was formed
following the denaturation and renaturation (reduplexing) of

DNA containing (CAG)n, (CTG)n, or (CGG)n repeats of the
SCA1, DM, or FRAXA loci, respectively. S-DNAs are
composed of complementary strands with equal lengths of
triplet repeats in each strand. The DNA secondary structure
occurs within the repeat tract and is subtended by linear
duplex, mixed sequence DNA. S-DNA formation does not
require superhelical tension, the structures are remarkably
thermostable, and they display minimal interconversion
between isomers and/or the linear duplex form under
physiological conditions. S-DNA structures likely form by
out-of-register base pairing between complementary strands
with hairpin formation in slipped-out regions (6-8).

Sequence interruptions within human di- and trinucleotide
repeat tracts confer increased genetic stability to the repeat
tracts (1, 3, 9). In three of the triplet disease loci, SCA1,
SCA2, and FRAXA, the repeat tracts are normally interrupted
with CAT, CAA, and AGG, respectively (1,3). In nonaf-
fected individuals, the (CAG)n tract of SCA1 contains 1-3
CAT interruptions (10, 11), while the (CGG)n tract of
FRAXA contains 1-3 AGG interruptions (12-19). In each
case, the interruptions confer increased genetic stability to
the repeat tract, such that upon transmission the interrupted
tracts are less likely to expand. Loss of the interruptions,
resulting in a longer length of the pure tract, correlates with
instability and disease. In each of the disease-associated
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trinucleotide repeat tracts, instability and disease onset occurs
within a window of between 35 and 40 pure repeats. The
stability threshold lengths at which increased instability and
disease transmission occur areg40 pure (CAG) andg34
pure (CGG) for SCA1 and FRAXA, respectively (11, 13).
Interruptions within the (CAG)n tract in the DM locus (20),
the (CGG)n tract of the autosomal fragile site FRA16A (21),
and the (GAA)n tract in the Friedreich’s ataxia loci (22, 23)
may also confer increased genetic stability to these repeats.
The reasons for the stabilizing effect of the interruptions are
not well-understood. It has been suggested that interruptions
may provide genetic stability to the repeat tracts by inhibiting
strand slippage, although there has been no biophysical
evidence to support this. In this paper, we examine the effect
of interruptions on the formation of S-DNA using SCA1 and
FRAXA repeats, with repeat lengths above and below the
genetic stability thresholds.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cloning of SCA1 and FRAXA Trinucleotide Repeat Tracts.
We cloned human SCA1 and FRAXA cDNA and genomic
repeat tracts, respectively, to obtain highly purified DNA
samples containing repeat lengths and interruption patterns
that are present within the human population. Because triplet
repeats are inherently unstable inEscherichia coli, it was
necessary to screen many colonies to obtain proper clones.
To maximize stability and facilitate cloning, standard precau-
tions were taken to avoid deletions (6, 24). Once obtained,
all plasmids were stably propagated under appropriate
conditions (6, 24). Preparation and purification of plasmids
were as previously described (6, 7, 24).

The cDNA clone, N4-3 in pBluescript, containing the
entire coding region of the SCA1 gene with an interrupted
30 CAG allele (25) was used as a backbone for the
production of the other SCA1 clones by replacement of the
SfiI fragment. SfiI fragments containing CAG tracts of 30,
44, 49, 60, and 74 repeats were generated by PCR from
genomic DNA of SCA1 patients with various repeat con-
figurations using primers flanking the repeat (post-2, 5′-
CCCGTCACCAGTGCAGTGG-3′; 2-sap, 5′-TGAGGAAC-
CGACTTGCCG-3′). Patient genomic DNA was kindly
provided by B. W. Popovich for the production of the longer
than threshold length multiply interrupted clone pAG44-24B.
pAG74∆4-1 containing 30 pure repeats, is an SCA1 con-
figuration not observed within the human population and is
anE. coli-derived deletion product of the pAG74 clone. The
repeat configuration of each clone was confirmed by
sequence analysis.

PCR amplification of genomic DNAs from individuals
having various FRAXA repeat interspersion patterns (Figure
1) utilized primers and conditions previously described (13).
The pFXA clones were created by insertion of the PCR
products into PCRscript (Stratagene). The repeat configu-
ration of each clone was confirmed by sequence analysis.

DNA Treatments and Analysis.Reduplexing reactions
were performed as previously described in detail (6, 7).
Briefly, linearized and uniquely radiolabeled genomic clones
containing triplet repeats were alkaline denatured then
reannealed by neutralization. Repeat-containing fragments
were liberated by a second restriction digestion and products
analyzed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Gels were

dried and exposed to radiographic film, or to a Phos-
phorImager screen (Molecular Dynamics). Quantitative
analysis was performed using the PhosphorImager with
ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics). The fraction
of the repeat-containing fragments migrating as novel
anomalous products represents the average of quantitative
analysis from 3 to 7 experiments. As previously discussed
(6, 7), in addition to the slow-migrating S-DNAs, reduplexing
or hetero duplexing of (CAG)n‚(CTG)n or (CGG)n‚(CCG)n
repeats results in products that were unable to enter the gel.
This DNA may represent incompletely rehybridized strands
or may also be composed of higher-order intermolecular
complexes. However, unlike the slow migrating S-DNAs,
neither the length nor the purity of the repeat tract appeared
to dramatically affect the amount of DNA retained in the
wells (Figures 2 and 5, C. E. Pearson, data not shown). For
this reason, only the DNA that entered the gel was included
in quantitative analyses.

RESULTS

Effect of CAT Interruptions within the (CAG)n Tract of
SCA1 on S-DNA Formation.To study the effect of repeat
length and CAT interruptions on S-DNA formation, we
analyzed S-DNA in pure or interrupted SCA1 cDNA clones
containing from 30 to 74 CAG repeats (Figure 1), represent-
ing normal and expanded diseased alleles, respectively.
Reduplexing the SCA1 DNAs containing 30, 49, 60, and 74
pure repeats resulted in slow-migrating S-DNAs (Figure 2A).
As discussed previously (6, 8), the reduced mobility of
S-DNA is consistent with that expected from the introduction
of kinks in the DNA resulting from the junctions associated
with slipped-out repeats (26). The heterogeneous population
of S-DNAs is indicative of a family of structural isomers
with bends located at different (or multiple) positions within
the DNA molecules (Figure 2A-C, see all lanes containing
reduplexed samples). The percentage of S-DNA formed
increased with longer repeat lengths (Figure 2A,D). In
addition, there was an increase in the number of major
S-DNA isomers formed for longer repeat tracts, indicating

FIGURE 1: SCA1 clones. The upper portion shows a map of the
EcoNI/StuI SCA1 (CAG)‚(CTG) insert. Circles represent the
position of the radiolabel, bold lines represent human flanking
nonrepetitive sequences. The lower portion of the figure shows
the repeat configuration of the various SCA1 cDNA clones.
Clones are identical but for their repeat configuration, with
CAT interruptions indicated by+ signs: V+W+X+Y+Z )
(CAG)VCAT(CAG)WCAT(CAG)XCAT(CAG)YCAT(CAG)Z.
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greater structural complexity with increased tract length.
These results are similar to those obtained with DM clones
(6-8). To determine the effect of sequence interruptions,
S-DNA formation in the 12+1+15 allele (where+ signs
represent CAT interruptions), frequent among unaffected
individuals, was compared to that in an equal length,
uninterrupted repeat (Figure 2B). Both alleles formed a
reproducible pattern of slow-migrating products. The pure

tract formed a series of S-DNA isomers migrating as distinct
bands while the interrupted tract formed a population of
S-DNA isomers migrating as closely spaced products with
fewer distinct bands (Figure 2B). The longest stably
transmitted SCA1 repeat tract in an unaffected individual
is 44 repeats in length (27), having the configuration
12+1+12+1+14 (Figure 1). This rare allele is longer than

D

FIGURE 2: S-DNA in (CAG)‚(CTG) repeats of SCA1. (A) Reduplex analysis of cDNA clones of the human SCA1 gene (Figure 1). Plasmids
were linearized byEcoNI digestion,32P-labeled, reduplexed, and then digested withStuI to liberate the (CAG)‚(CTG) insert (Figure 1, top).
The pattern of slow-migrating products was identical whether the radiolabel was on the CTG or the CAG strand, indicating that these
structures are composed of both strands. The linear nontreated (LNT), the reduplexed (RD) DNAs, and the positions of the 123 bp ladder
are shown. (B) Reduplex analysis of the multiply-interrupted and pure 30 repeat alleles. A magnification of the lower portion of the gel is
shown. (C) Reduplex analysis of the multiply-interrupted 44 and pure 49 repeat alleles. A magnification of the lower portion of the gel is
shown. (D) Densitometric analysis of the reduplexed samples. S-DNA is shown as a percentage of the repeat-containing fragment. Pure and
interrupted repeats are represented by hollow and crosshatched bars, respectively. Using thet test all comparisons of S-DNA formation by
one allele with another, excluding that of the 30 pure with the 12+1+15, were found to be different withp-values ranging from 0.0002 to
0.0422, indicating that the differences were statistically significant. Comparison of S-DNA formation by the 30 pure with the 12+1+15
allele was not significantly different, having ap-value of 0.1042.

FIGURE 3: Transmission stability of the (CAG)‚(CTG) repeat tract
of SCA1. The length of the (CAG)‚(CTG) repeat tract (in repeat
number) is compared against the number of stable (hollow bars)
and unstable (filled bars) parent-sibling transmissions observed for
each length. All repeat tracts having greater than 39 repeats are
pure (except for a single multiply-interruptedn ) 44 repeat), while
all repeat tracts having less than 40 repeats are interrupted. The
interrupted alleles used in this study are indicated below thex-axis
by hollow circles, while the pure alleles used in this study are
represented by filled circles. Not all alleles examined structurally
are represented by the various transmission class configurations.

FIGURE 4: FRAXA clones. The upper portion shows a map of
the HindIII/SacI FRAXA (CGG)‚(CCG) insert. Circles repre-
sent the position of the radiolabel, bold lines represent human
flanking nonrepetitive sequences, and thin lines represent
plasmid sequences. The lower portion of the figure shows the
repeat configuration of the various genomic FRAXA clones.
Clones are identical but for their repeat configuration, with
AGG interruptions indicated by+ signs: V+W+X+Y+Z )
(CGG)VAGG(CGG)WAGG(CGG)XAGG(CGG)YAGG(CGG)Z.
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the shortest expanded tract of 40 pure repeats found in an
SCA1 individual (10, 11) and above the genetic stability
threshold of 40 repeats. Comparison of the propensity of
this multiply interrupted allele to form S-DNA with the
similar-length tract of 49 pure CAG repeats is shown in
Figure 2C. The interrupted 44 repeat allele formed only
15.8% S-DNA compared to either the similar-length 49 pure
tract or the shorter pure 30 repeat allele, which formed 32.5%
and 19.3% S-DNA, respectively (Figure 2D). The multiply-
interrupted 44 repeat allele also reproducibly formed fewer
S-DNA isomers than the 49 pure allele, with most isomers
appearing to be a subset of the products formed by the 49
repeat allele (Figure 2C).

CAT Interruptions within the (CAG)n Tract of SCA1
ProVide Genetic Stability to the Repeat Tract.Repeat length
is known to affect the genetic stability of trinucleotide repeat
tracts (1, 4, 10, 11); however, a detailed presentation of the
effect of the SCA1 tract length on transmission stability has
not been published. Analysis of the (CAG)n tract of the
SCA1 locus in parent-sibling transmissions of normal and
diseased individuals demonstrates that the repeat tract is
stably transmitted (i.e., no length variations occur) below
40 repeats (Figure 3). As the length of the repeat tract
increases above 40 repeats, the probability for genetic length
alterations increases. All SCA1 alleles above 39 repeats
(excluding a rare case, see below) are pure CAG and found
in SCA1 patients (Figure 3, refs1, 3, 10,and11). There is
a single report of an unusually long SCA1 (CAG)n tract (n
) 44 repeats) which was found to be stably transmitted
(Figure 3, ref 27). Sequence analysis of this tract revealed
that it was multiply-interrupted with CAT units (see above,
Figure 1; clone pAG44-24B). In Figure 3, the repeat

configuration classes containing some of the alleles used in
the present study are indicated. The increased propensity
to form S-DNA of longer pure (CAG)n tracts correlates with
their reduced in vivo genetic stability, while the reduced
propensity to form S-DNA of the interrupted (CAG)n tracts
correlates with their increased in vivo genetic stability.
Together, these data suggest that the loss of the CAT
interruptions from the SCA1 (CAG)n tract may be an
important mutagenic event (1, 10, 11) and that S-DNA
structures may be intermediates during tract length changes.

Effect of AGG Interruptions within the (CGG)n Tract of
FRAXA on S-DNA Formation.To study the effect of AGG
interruptions on S-DNA formation, we analyzed S-DNA in
pure or interrupted FRAXA genomic clones containing from
17 to 39 CGG repeats (Figure 4). Reduplex analysis of the
pure tracts reproducibly showed an increase in the percentage
of S-DNA formed as the tract length increased (Figure 5A,
C). A reproducible increase in the relative amounts of certain
major S-DNA isomers for longer pure repeat tracts was
observed, indicating an increase in structural complexity with
increased tract length (Figure 5). The presence of AGG
interruptions reduced the percentage of S-DNA formed. The
pure 39 repeat allele formed 39.6% S-DNA, while the equal-
length, multiply-interrupted 9+9+9+9 allele (where+ signs
represent AGG interruptions) formed only 23.2% S-DNA
(Figure 5A-C). The 23.2% S-DNA formed by the multiply-
interrupted 9+9+9+9 was less than either the 27% or the
36.1% formed by the shorter pure 17 and 21 repeat alleles,
respectively (Figure 5A,C). The presence of even a single
AGG interruption had a similar inhibitory effect on S-DNA
formation (Figure 5A,C), as seen from a comparison of the
9+12 allele, which formed 18% S-DNA, with either the

C

FIGURE 5: S-DNA in (CGG)‚(CCG) repeats of FRAXA. (A) Reduplex analysis of genomic clones of the human FRAXA locus (Figure 4).
Plasmids were linearized byHindIII digestion,32P-labeled, reduplexed, and then digested withSacI to liberate the (CGG)‚(CCG) insert
(Figure 4, top). The pattern of slow-migrating products was identical whether the radiolabel was on the CGG or the CCG strand, indicating
that these structures are composed of both strands. The linear nontreated (LNT), the reduplexed (RD) DNAs, and the positions of the 123
bp ladder are shown. (B) Reduplex analysis of the multiply-interrupted and pure 39 repeat alleles. A magnification of the lower portion of
the gel is shown. (C) Densitometric analysis of the reduplexed samples. S-DNA is shown as a percentage of the repeat-containing fragment.
Pure and interrupted repeats are represented by hollow and crosshatched bars, respectively. Using thet test all comparisons of S-DNA
formation by one allele with another, excluding that of the 17 pure with the 9+27, were found to be different withp-values ranging from
0.0002 to 0.0286, indicating that the differences were statistically significant. Comparison of S-DNA formation by the 17 pure with the
9+27 allele was not significantly different, having ap-value of 0.5334.
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similar-length pure 21 repeat allele or the shorter pure 17
repeat allele, which formed 36.1% and 27% S-DNA,
respectively. Similarly, the 9+27 allele formed only 27.4%
S-DNA, while the similar-length pure 39 tract or the shorter
pure 21 tract formed 39.6% and 36.1% S-DNA, respectively
(Figure 5A and C). Interestingly, the presence of an AGG
interruption in the 9+27 allele reduced its propensity to form
S-DNA to the level of the 17 pure allele, both of which were
less than that of the pure 21 allele (Figure 5C). The structural
complexity of S-DNAs formed was also affected by the
presence of AGG interruptions. The electrophoretic pattern
of the 9+27 S-DNA products showed a reduction in the
relative amounts of specific isomers compared with the
pattern of the 39 pure S-DNA products. A similar difference
is observed between the 9+12 and the 21 pure alleles. A
darker exposure of the pure 39 repeat and the 9+9+9+9
alleles showed that fewer S-DNA isomers were formed with
the multiply-interrupted allele (Figure 5B).

AGG Interruptions within the (CGG)n Tract of FRAXA
ProVide Genetic Stability to the Repeat Tract.Sequence
analysis of the (CGG)n tract of the FRAXA locus in normal,
premutant, and diseased individuals revealed that premutant
and diseased alleles contain fewer AGG interruptions and
have longer pure (CGG)n tracts (1, 4, 12-19). The genetic
stability of the FRAXA (CGG)n tract is known to be
dependent upon the length of the longest pure tract of CGG
units, as we and others have shown (1, 4, 12-19). An
updated analysis of the longest pure (CGG)n tract of the
FRAXA locus in parent-sibling transmissions demonstrates
that the repeat tract is stably transmitted (i.e., no length
variations occur) below 34 pure repeats (Figure 6). This
figure contains new data points encompassing the repeat
length range of our clones. As the length of the repeat tract
increases above 33 pure repeats, the probability for genetic
length alterations increases. Above the length of 59 pure
repeats (the premutant range is from 59 to 230 repeats), the
probability for genetic length alterations approaches 100%
(1, 12-19). This analysis is consistent with observations
by others (28). Alleles with pure tracts longer than 33 repeats
can undergo mutation, while those with pure tracts shorter
than 33 repeats are genetically stable. Thus, two FRAXA
repeat tracts of the same length can have very different
genetic stabilities. Both the progressive loss of AGG

interruptions from normal to premutant to fully expanded
repeat tracts and the data on the genetic transmission
instability show that AGG interruptions provide genetic
stability to the tracts. In Figure 6 the repeat configuration
classes containing some of the alleles used in the present
study are indicated. As observed for the SCA1 alleles, the
increased propensity to form S-DNA of longer pure (CGG)n

tracts correlates with their reduced in vivo genetic stability,
while the reduced propensity to form S-DNA of the inter-
rupted (CGG)n tracts correlates with their increased in vivo
genetic instability. Together, these data suggest that the loss
of AGG interruptions from the FRAXA (CGG)n tracts,
resulting in genetically unstable longer pure tracts, may be
an important mutagenic event (1, 4, 12-19) and that S-DNA
structures may be intermediates during tract length changes.

DISCUSSION

The results shown above demonstrate an effect of both
the length and purity of (CAG)n‚(CTG)n and (CGG)n‚(CCG)n
repeat tracts on slipped strand structure formation. Both the
propensity for S-DNA formation increases and the complex-
ity of S-DNAs formed increases with the length of the pure
repeat tract, while sequence interruptions dramatically reduce
the propensity for formation and the complexity of S-DNAs.
Longer lengths of pure SCA1 (CAG)n‚(CTG)n and FRAXA
(CGG)n‚(CCG)n repeats led to an increased propensity for
S-DNA formation. These results are similar to those
obtained with DM (CTG)n‚(CAG)n clones (6-8). In a
previous study we reported 39% S-DNA formation in a pure
(CTG)30‚(CAG)30 DM genomic clone (7), which differs from
the amount formed by a similar length of repeats in an SCA1
clone. Within each set of clones (DM, SCA1, or FRAXA),
all plamids are identical except for the repeat tract length
and pattern of interruptions. Significantly, each set contains
the nonrepetitive flanking sequences found in their respective
chromosomal sites. Thus, direct comparisons of S-DNA
formation can only be made between different clones within
a set. The different fraction of S-DNA formed for equal
(CTG)n‚(CAG)n repeat lengths in DM or SCA1 DNAs
demonstrates that nonrepetitive sequences flanking the repeat
can influence the percentage and pattern of S-DNA products
formed. It is very possible that different chromosomal
locations having different sequences flanking (incis to) the
triplet repeat tracts will have an affect upon the genetic
stability of the repeat tracts. Interestingly, in addition to the
various rates of length alteration for each of the trinucleo-
tide repeat loci, the range of the expansion of the DM
(CTG)n‚(CAG)n repeat (50-3000 repeats) is greater than that
for the SCA1 (CAG)n‚(CTG)n (40-81 repeats) (reviewed
in reference1). In addition to other factors (such as selection
and viability), the flanking sequences may affect the variable
rates and magnitudes of genetic change exhibited by the
individual unstable loci.

The increase in the structural complexity of S-DNA
observed for longer pure repeat tracts is likely due to an
increase in the number of modes of out-of-register mispair-
ings. Longer tracts can display an increase in both the
number of slip-outs, the number of possible nucleation points
for slip-outs, and the number of repeat units contained in a
slip-out. This can result in a greater number of slipped
isomers formed by longer tracts. The existence of multiple

FIGURE 6: Transmission stability of the (CGG)‚(CCG) repeat tract
of FRAXA. The longest tract of uninterrupted (CGG)‚(CCG) repeats
(repeat number) is compared against the number of stable (hollow
bars) and unstable (filled bars) parent-sibling transmissions
observed for each length. The transmissions reported here represent
published (13) and new observations. The interrupted alleles used
in this study are indicated below thex-axis by hollow circles, while
the pure alleles used in this study are represented by filled circles.
Not all alleles examined structurally are represented by the various
transmission class configurations.
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structural isomers of gel-purified S-DNAs has been con-
firmed by electron microscopic analysis (8).

Interrupted FRAXA or SCA1 repeat tracts formed reduced
amounts of S-DNA relative to similar length pure alleles.
The reduced propensity to form S-DNA by interrupted
repeats is a striking biophysical effect of a single base pair
change (a G‚C to a T‚A for both SCA1 and FRAXA).
Interruptions in both SCA1 or FRAXA repeats caused
qualitative changes by reducing the number of specific
S-DNA products. In the case of the pure and interruptedn
) 30 SCA1 alleles, although thequantitatiVe difference
between the two is not large, thequalitatiVe difference (i.e.,
the electrophoretic patterns) between the two is drastic.
Again, this is a striking biophysical effect of a single base
pair change. The effect of interruptions on the number of
S-DNA isomers formed in the interrupted tracts likely results
from a reduction in the number, the size, and location of
slip-outs relative to those formed in pure tracts, which can
occur throughout the repeat tract (Figure 7).

The expansion of trinucleotide repeats is likely to occur
during genome replication, repair-replication, or recombina-
tion-replication (5-7, 29, reviewed in ref 1) and possibly

even as a result of error-prone maintenance of the genome
in certain nonproliferative/arrested tissues such as muscle,
nerve, and gamete cells (30-32). The formation of alterna-
tive DNA secondary structures, especially hairpins, during
DNA replication can promote specific mutational events
involving primer-template misalignment (33-36). Thus,
replication slippage mediated by S-DNA or SI-DNA is an
attractive model for triplet instability. At the replication fork,
interruptions may inhibit both slippage between nascent and
template strands and/or hairpin formation within a single
strand, reducing the probability of genetic instability. Our
results suggest that interruptions in repeat tracts may offer
genetic stability by three mechanisms (Figure 7): (1) the
interruptions may inhibitinterstrand slippage between the
two strands by maintaining an in-frame register of Watson-
Crick base pairing (i.e., anchoring), and/or (2) by inhibiting
intrastrand interactions, and/or (3) by reducing the op-
portunity for slippage by limiting the position of slip-out
nucleation. First, interstrand slippage would be disfavored
as it would result in mismatched interruptions, reducing the
thermal stability between complementary strands (Figure
7A). Second, S-DNA involves both inter- and intrastrand

FIGURE 7: Models of possible protective mechanisms of repeat interruptions. (A) For both SCA1 and FRAXA, the open circles represent
(CAG)‚(CTG) and (CGG)‚(CCG) repeats, respectively, while the filled circles represent the (CAT)‚(ATG) and (AGG)‚(CCT) interruptions.
(B) The reduction in S-DNA isomers formed in the interrupted tracts may be due to a limitation on the positions of, and hence, the number
of slipped-out repeats. (C) The pure tracts can have slipped-out nucleation points throughout the repeat tract, as well as a greater number
of repeats contained in a slip-out. See text for discussion. In both B and C the filled circles on the ends represent nonrepetitive flanking
sequences.
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base pairings. Theoretical studies predict that hairpins
formed with interrupted CAG, CTG, CGG, and CCG repeats
would be biophysically destabilized (37), which may tend
to reduce the formation and biophysical stability of S-DNA
(Figure 7A). The third genetic stabilizing mechanism of
interruptions is suggested by both the increased structural
complexity with increasing length of pure repeats and the
reduction in the number of S-DNA isomers formed with
interrupted tracts. A reduction in the possible positions of
slip-out nucleations would result in fewer opportunities for
slippage in the interrupted tracts (Figure 7B,C). Single-
stranded oligonucleotides composed of CAG, CTG, CGG,
or CCG repeats can form hairpins with as few as 3-5 repeats
(37-40). Interruptions might limit hairpin formation to the
short stretches of pure repeats (Figure 7) or to tracts where
the interruption would exist at the tip of the hairpin. If
interruptions limit hairpin formation to the short stretches
of pure repeats, then the length of the repeat contained within
a slipped-out region would be shorter, possibly allowing only
short length alterations (Figure 7B,C). As noted above, the
effects of interruptions on S-DNA formation are both
quantitative and qualitative. It is likely that a combination
of both these structural effects may contribute to the stability
of the tracts. The relative contribution of the qualitative and
quantitative effects of interruptions on structure formation
may vary depending upon the length of the repeat tract and
the spacing of the interruptions. Interestingly, the percentage
of S-DNA formed by the FRAXA 9+27 allele was less than
that formed in the pure 21 allele, demonstrating that the
presence of the AGG interruption “poisons” the ability of
the longer 27 pure CGG tract to form slipped structures
relative to a shorter pure tract, present in an uninterrupted
allele. This poisoning effect of interruptions may be the
result of altered base stacking (in single-stranded or double-
stranded DNA), a structural effect which can be transmitted
along the helical axis of the DNA. Such structural transmis-
sion from an interruption may inhibit slippage to flanking
pure tracts. This form of structural transmission, also known
as “telestability” (41) is known to be able to act over
distances of 40 bp and may, in some instances, extend over
100 bp. In summary, our results suggest that the first line
of defense afforded by the interruptions seems to be via
inhibition of slippage.

Another possible stabilizing mechanism of the CAT and
AGG interruptions is through a protein-mediated system,
possibly mismatch repair (7, 42). The mismatches formed
by inter- or intrastrand slippage of DNA containing inter-
ruptions (Figure 7A) may be recognized by repair systems
resulting in abortive replication and/or perfect strand realign-
ment. However, as recently pointed out by Petes et al. (43),
the role of mismatch repair in interruption-mediated repeat
stabilization may be secondary to that of slippage inhibition
as their results indicated that interruptions stabilize dinucle-
otide repeats independent of mismatch repair.

Small nucleotide changes which result in DNA structural
alterations can have significant biological consequences.
Holliday junctions containing mismatched bases are structur-
ally destabilized (44), which may explain why such junctions
are poorly resolved or aborted in several recombination
systems (45). In E. coli, the genetic instability of pure or
interrupted Z-DNA forming CpG tracts is directly correlated
with either their ability to form Z-DNA (46) or with their

predicted thermal stabilities in slipped structures. Interrup-
tions within CpG tracts reduce the mutation rate and result
in different deletion products, suggesting differences in the
molecular intermediates involved in the instability of the pure
or interrupted tracts (46). The inhibitory effects of inter-
ruptions in FRAXA and SCA1 repeats on both the propensity
and complexity of S-DNA formation support another possible
structure function relationship, associating slipped structure
formation in trinucleotide repeat tracts with their genetic/
mutagenic potential.

The biological and genetic relevance of both the length
and the purity of the FRAXA and SCA1 triplet repeat tracts
to stability has been well-established through identification
of stable and unstable repeats in patient DNAs. The SCA1
and FRAXA genetic stability transmission data presented
here clearly show that around the stability threshold the
presence of repeat tract interruptions provides protection from
length alterations (Figures 3 and 6). Similarly, during
propagation inE. coli the FRAXA or SCA1 clones contain-
ing interrupted repeat tracts are more stable than clones
containing similar length pure repeats, such that the inter-
rupted tracts are less likely to undergo deletions (C. E.
Pearson and R. R. Sinden unpublished). Sequence analyses
of SCA1 and FRAXA repeat tracts in the stable and unstable
ranges in patient DNAs suggest that interruptions may act
by inhibiting the formation of slipped mutagenic inter-
mediates. Our in vitro results demonstrate an inhibitory
structural phenomenon specific to interruptions of either
(CAG)n‚(CTG)n or (CGG)n‚(CCG)n repeats. The effect of
repeat length and purity on slipped strand structure formation
correlates with their effect upon genetic stability. This
correlation suggests a possible molecular explanation for the
biology associated with the protective mechanism of inter-
ruptions.
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